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nanocomposite adsorbent for diuron removal from
aqueous solution: optimization using response
surface methodology†
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Herbicides have been ubiquitous in water environments in recent years, and so it is an appealing proposition

to develop an efficient adsorbent for the adsorption of diuron. Therefore, the present study investigated

a cellulose nanocrystal/organic montmorillonite nanocomposite adsorbent (CNC/CTM) and its

adsorption properties towards diuron present in water. The structure and characteristics of the

adsorbent used in this study were characterized by various characterization methods. The optimal diuron

adsorption conditions for the CNC/CTM nanocomposite were analyzed based on the response surface

methodology (RSM). The adsorption isotherms and kinetics of diuron adsorption were investigated. The

results indicated that the adsorption process is the result of hydrogen bonding and the hydrophobicity of

the alkyl chain. Under the optimal adsorption conditions, 0.07 g L�1 CNC/CTM adsorbed 5.86 mg L�1

diuron in less than 318.68 min and an efficiency of 82.32% could be achieved. The simulation results

showed that the adsorption capacity of CNC/CTM for diuron removal followed the Sips model most

closely. The maximum adsorption capacity was approximately 69.04 mg g�1 at 288 K. The experimental

data was described best by a pseudo-second-order kinetic equation, signifying a chemical adsorption

process. The adsorbent can be reused at least five times after simple solvent washing. This study

provides a theoretical basis for understanding the adsorption process of diuron present in water.
Introduction

The issue of water environment pollution has raised signicant
concerns.1–3 Among the numerous wastewater pollutants,
pesticides are common organic compounds.4–6 Organic pesti-
cides, such as herbicides, insecticides, and germination inhib-
itors, are extensively used in modern agriculture to increase
crop yields.7 In recent decades, herbicides have been increas-
ingly employed, causing surface water and groundwater pollu-
tion. Among the several herbicides that lead to water pollution,
diuron [3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea] (DUR) is
a synthetic phenylurea herbicide, which is widely utilized in
agriculture.8 DUR is soluble in water, with a solubility of
42 mg L�1 at 25 �C; it has strong persistence and has a half-life
of approximately 300 days.9,10 Therefore, DUR is considered as
a major pollutant in the environment,11 it is a highly toxic
substance,11,12 and it is listed as a carcinogen by the
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International Cancer Research Agency and the US Environ-
mental Protection Agency.13,14 DUR easily enters surface water
and groundwater through runoff; therefore, it is frequently
detected in water in numerous countries.15 The US Environ-
mental Protection Agency has set the permissible level of DUR
in drinking water as 0.10 g L�1.16 DUR is toxic and soluble.
Therefore, it is necessary to remove it from water.

The methods used to remove DUR from water include pho-
tocatalytic oxidation and photodegradation,17,18 ozone oxida-
tion,7 electrochemical oxidation,19 biodegradation,20–22 and
adsorption.23 However, these methods have certain limitations.
For example, the cost of ozone oxidation is relatively high. In
practical applications, the ozone oxidation method must be
combined with other treatment technologies to improve its
oxidation performance. In addition, although electrochemical
oxidation exhibits a notable treatment effect and rapid reaction,
it requires specic electrolytes, which increases the treatment
cost.24 In comparison, the adsorption method has the advan-
tages of simplicity, high efficiency, exibility, and low cost, and
it is currently the most feasible and the most environmentally
friendly method. To date, activated carbon,25 ionic liquids,26

magnesite,27 and zeolite Y28 have been used to remove DUR
from water. Although adsorbents have been extensively used in
the remediation of herbicide pollutants, they still have
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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numerous deciencies in terms of the cost, adsorption capacity,
and preparation conditions.29,30 Therefore, it is necessary to
develop an adsorbent with high specic surface area, low cost,
simple preparation conditions, and high adsorption capacity
for removing DUR, which is important and extremely chal-
lenging. Cellulose is the most abundant biopolymer on Earth,
and it can be obtained by hydrolysis with sulfuric acid. Cellulose
nanocrystals (CNCs) have the advantages of low cost, renew-
ability, high crystallinity, high aspect ratio, and biodegrad-
ability.31 However, CNCs have numerous hydroxyl groups on
their crystalline surface. If the surface functional groups are not
modied, they will easily agglomerate in water, which signi-
cantly limits the application potential of CNCs in water. Studies
have exhibited that adding clay to the cellulose matrix can
change its chemical properties to improve its adsorption
capacity.32

Montmorillonite (NM) has a high cation exchange capacity
and high specic surface area, and it has been extensively used
to remove dyes and heavy metals from water.11,33 At present,
although there are studies on combining CNCs and NM to
remove dyes and heavy metals,34 there is no research on forming
such composites to eliminate herbicides. Therefore, in this
study, organic montmorillonite (CTM) was obtained by modi-
fying montmorillonite with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB), and it was subsequently combined with sulfuric acid-
hydrolyzed CNCs. This led to the synthesis of an adsorbent,
a high-adsorption-capacity CNC/CTM composite material,
which was used to adsorb DUR from water.

Another feature of the present study is the employment of
the response surface method (RSM) to optimize the design of
the experiments. The RSM includes experimental design,
modeling, testing the suitability of the model, and seeking the
best combination conditions. By regression tting the process
and drawing the response surfaces and contours, the corre-
sponding response value of each factor level can be found.
Based on the response values of each factor level, the optimal
predicted response value and the corresponding experimental
conditions can be found.35 Until now, few studies have applied
the RSM to the adsorption of DUR, therefore, this study utilized
the RSM to model the experimental data to determine the
optimal adsorption parameters of DUR.

Therefore, the main objectives of this study were: (1) prepa-
ration of a CNC/CTM composite adsorbent for the removal of
DUR; (2) determination of the optimal DUR adsorption
parameters; (3) to investigate the reasons for the high adsorp-
tion capacity for DUR; and (4) to determine the isothermal
adsorption model and the adsorption kinetics model and clarify
the process of adsorption of DUR by a adsorbent. This provides
the scientic basis for the application of CNCs and montmo-
rillonite for the treatment of DUR in wastewater.

Materials and methods
Chemical reagents

CNCs were provided by Guilin Qihong Technology Co., Ltd
(China), and montmorillonite, CTAB (analytical grade), NaOH
(99%), AgNO3, and DUR were purchased from Shanghai
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd (China). The water used in this
study was deionized water.

Preparation of adsorbent

CTAB (16.65 g) was weighed and dissolved in 500 mL water and
then stirred with a magnetic stirrer until it was completely
dissolved. Aer adding 30.49 g NM (the NM was divided into
three parts, and each part was added and stirred for 10min), the
solution was magnetically stirred at 25 �C. The rotor was
removed aer 12 h, and subsequently, centrifugation was per-
formed at 6000 rpm for 5 min. The precipitate was repeatedly
washed with deionized water, and the process was repeated
multiple times until a precipitate was detected with 0.1 mol L�1

AgNO3 solution. Subsequently, it was dried at 105 �C, ground,
and passed through a 200-mesh sieve to obtain CTM.

CNCs (1 g) were added to 30 mL 10% NaOH solution, and
then the mixture was magnetically stirred to form a suspension
at 25 �C. Next, 1 g CTM was added to 30 mL distilled water (the
distilled water was added during magnetic stirring), and the
solution was stirred for 30 min followed by sonication at 50 Hz
for 60 min to form a CTM suspension. Next, the two solutions
were mixed and reacted at 50 �C for 6 h. The product was
washed until a neutral pH was obtained, dried at 105 �C,
ground, and passed through a 200-mesh sieve to obtain the
CNC/CTM nanocomposite.

Characterization of adsorbent

The morphology and microstructure of the adsorbent were
observed via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Shimadzu
Quanta 650FEG, USA). The lattice morphology of CNC/CTM was
observed by TEM (JEM-2100F, Japan), with an acceleration
voltage of 200 kV and an enlargement factor of 50 nm to 100 nm.
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis yielded the
element distribution on the surface of the adsorbent. Fourier-
transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy (Thermo Fisher, Nico-
let 6700, USA) was used to analyze the infrared spectrum of the
adsorbent, and 32 scans were performed. The samples were
freeze dried before preparing KBr lms with spectral widths of
400–4000 cm�1 and a resolution of 4 cm�1. The specic surface
areas (BET) and structures of the samples were analyzed using
a specic surface and porosity analyzer (ASAP 2020, USA). An X-
ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) (Thermo Scientic Esca-
lab 250Xi, USA) with Al-Ka radiation (hn ¼ 1486.6 eV) was used
to determine the binding energy of each chemical bond in the
adsorbent.

Adsorption of diuron

Approximately 50 mL DUR solution of a particular concentra-
tion was taken in an Erlenmeyer ask, a certain amount of
adsorbent was added, and the solution was adjusted to
a specic pH with H2SO4 and NaOH. It was then placed in
a constant-temperature shaker (160 rpm) for adsorption. By
changing the experimental conditions and the parameters,
including the initial solution concentration, pH, dosage of the
adsorbent, temperature, and time, the effects of the adsorbent
on DUR adsorption were examined under various conditions.
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745 | 30735
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Aer the reaction, an appropriate amount of sample was taken,
and it was centrifuged at a speed of 10 000 rpm. Then the
supernatant was taken, and the absorbance of the solution at
254 nm was measured via High-Performance Liquid Chroma-
tography (HPLC, LC1620A, China). The formula for the
adsorption amount of DUR on the adsorbent is as follows (eqn
(1) and (2)).36

qe
�
mg g�1

� ¼ ðC0 � CeÞV
W

(1)

h ¼ C0 � Ce

C0

(2)

where h (%) is the removal rate of DUR; C0 (mg L�1) and Ce (mg
L�1) are the initial concentration and the concentration of DUR
at time t, respectively; V (L) is the solution volume; and W (g) is
the dry mass of the adsorbent.

RSM design and statistical analysis

This study adopts a typical RSM method, Box–Behnken Design
(BBD), to design the experiments, and the CNC/CTM dosage
amount, reaction time, and pollutant concentration are selected
as the investigated factors. They are denoted by X1, X2, and X3,
respectively. In summary, three factors and three levels of
experiments are designed. The three independent variables (X1

is the CNC/CTM dosage, X2 is the reaction time, and X3 is the
initial pollutant concentration) and three different coding levels
(�1, 0, 1) are listed in Table S1.†

Results and discussion
Characterization of adsorbents

The SEM images of the CTM, CNC, CNC/CTM, and DUR-CNC/
CTM systems are displayed in Fig. 1. The NM surface is an
agglomerated and compact at surface (Fig. S1†). The surface of
CTM is rough and has numerous microporous structures. This
is because quaternary ammonium cations are inserted between
the NM layers.37 The structure of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite
is different from those of the CTM and CNCs. The block
Fig. 1 SEM images and EDS spectra of CTM (a), CNCs (b), CNC/CTM
(c), and DUR-CNC/CTM (d).
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structures on the CNC/CTM surface indicate that the CTM and
CNCs are bonded. The irregular aggregation between the block
structures and the lamellae produces slit holes, indicating the
occurrence of chemical reactions, such as ion exchange,
between the CTM and the CNCs. The SEM image of the DUR-
CNC/CTM nanocomposite presents a massive structure and
shows that the slit pores on the CNC/CTM surface are wrapped
or lled with closely arranged molecules. This indicates that
DUR is adsorbed by the adsorbent, CNC/CTM, which is
consistent with the FT-IR characterization results. Energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis yields the
element distribution on the surface of the adsorbent (Fig. 1). By
comparing the contents of C and O in CNC/CTM and DUR-CNC/
CTM, it was concluded that CNC/CTM adsorbed diuron due to
the increase in C and O content aer adsorption.

The lattice morphology of CNC/CTM is observed by TEM,
and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The white parts are CNCs,
and the black regions are CTM. As a result of the intercalation of
CNCs, the crystal structure of CTM is destroyed, and the inter-
action force between the lamellar structures is weakened. It can
be concluded from the TEM micrographs that there are both
intercalated and exfoliated structures in the CNC/CTM nano-
composite.38,39 The thickness of the CNC intercalation layer is
13.7 nm or 11.8 nm, and the thickness of the CTM sheet layer is
19.4 nm or 11.6 nm. At the nano-scale, this indicates that an
intercalation–exfoliation type nanocomposite is formed
between CNCs and CTM through ion exchange, which is
consistent with the FT-IR characterization results.

The FT-IR spectra of the NM, CTM, CNC, CNC/CTM, and
DUR-CNC/CTM systems are displayed in Fig. 3a. It can be seen
from the gure that the Si–O–Si anti-symmetric stretching
vibration absorption peak and the Al–OH stretching vibration
absorption peak of NM at 1033.99 cm�1 and 911.58 cm�1,
respectively, appear for CTM. The –CH3 anti-symmetric defor-
mation vibration and the –CH2 deformation vibration absorp-
tion peak, which appears at 1440.73 cm�1 for NM, is shied to
a higher wavenumber, 1470.12 cm�1, for CTM, which suggests
that quaternary ammonium salt cations enter the CTM wafer
layer.34 Simultaneously, for CTM, the –CH3 symmetric vibration
peak and the –CH2 anti-symmetric stretching vibration peak at
2921.70 cm�1 and 2854.06 cm�1, respectively, are the absorp-
tion peaks of the quaternary ammonium organic groups. This
Fig. 2 TEM image of CNC/CTM.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 (a) Infrared spectra and (b) full survey XPS of NM, CTM, CNCs, CNC/CTM, and DUR-CNC/CTM.
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indicates that the quaternary ammonium salt enters the inter-
layer structure of the CTM.40 H–O–H bending and stretching
vibration peaks appear near 1639.55 cm�1 and 3617.80 cm�1,
respectively, which suggests that water is adsorbed between the
montmorillonite and CTM wafer layers and that there is water
in the crystal lattice.

The CNCs present a strong –OH stretching vibration peak at
3340.78 cm�1 and –CH bending vibration peaks at
2900.83 cm�1 and 1428.98 cm�1. Simultaneously, C–O–C
vibration peaks appear at 1164.51 cm�1 and 1058.36 cm�1. In
the CNC/CTM nanocomposite, the –CH bending vibration peak
at 2900.83 cm�1 and the C–O–C vibration peak at 1058.36 cm�1

disappear, whereas the characteristic anti-symmetric –CH3

absorption peak of CTM at �2921.70 cm�1 weakens and moves
in the lower wavenumber direction (2919.24 cm�1). In addition,
the Si–O stretching vibration absorption peak of CTM at
1033.31 cm�1 shis in the higher wavenumber direction
(1033.56 cm�1) in the composite. The –OH stretching vibration
absorption peak and the –CH3 anti-symmetric deformation
vibration and –CH2 deformation vibration absorption peak of
CTM at 3626.75 cm�1 and 1470.12 cm�1, respectively, move in
the smaller wavenumber direction (3624.34 cm�1 and
1466.32 cm�1). It can be seen that the composite materials
contain both the CTM skeleton structure and CNCs macro-
molecules. The C–O–C, –OH, and other groups of the CNCs
probably coordinate with the –CH2, Si–O, and –CH3 bonds in
the CTM structure via ion exchange, forming the CNC/CTM
nanocomposite adsorbent. The results indicate that CNC/CTM
contains hydrophilic and hydrophobic functional groups.
Furthermore, the structure of diuron consists of hydrophobic
benzene rings and hydrophilic functional groups. Therefore,
the compatibility between CNC/CTM and DUR may result in
strong adsorption.

The characteristic peaks of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite
are found in the DUR-CNC/CTM nanocomposite spectrum. The
DUR-CNC/CTM system presents new peaks at 797.52 cm�1 and
1430.02 cm�1, which are the benzene absorption peak and the
N–H anti-symmetric vibration, respectively. Therefore, the
peaks at 797.52 cm�1 and 1430.02 cm�1 correspond to the
adsorption of DUR by the CNC/CTM nanocomposite. Above all,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
the possible reasons for the adsorption of DUR by CNC/CTM are
as follows: (i) hydrogen bonding through –OH groups on the
CNC/CTM nanocomposite surface and nitrogen atoms in the
diuron structure; (ii) the hydrophobic interactions between
DUR and the alkyl chains of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite.41

Fig. 3b presents the full XPS spectra of NM, CTM, CNCs,
CNC/CTM, and DUR-CNC/CTM. As can be seen from the gure,
C and O are the main elements. Fig. S2(a) and (f)† show that in
NM, carbon exists in several forms, including C]O, C–C, O]C–
O, and C–O–C, and their binding energies are 287.0 eV,
284.29 eV, 286.23 eV, and 284.91 eV, respectively.42 Oxygen in
NM mainly exists in two forms, C–O–C and C]O, and their
binding energies are 530.99 eV and 532.28 eV, respectively. Aer
NM is modied with CTAB, Fig. S2(b) and (g)† indicate that the
C–C and C–O–H functional groups in CTM appear at 284.37 eV
and 284.99 eV, respectively. The functional group appearing at
286.29 eV is C–N, which represents a quaternary ammonium
ion. Oxygen in CTM appears at 531.09 eV and 531.77 eV, cor-
responding to C]O and C–O–C, respectively. Fig. S2(c) and (h)†
show that the carbon in the CNCs appears at 287.72 eV,
286.33 eV, 284.90 eV and 284.48 eV. These peaks correspond to
C]O, O]C–O, C–O–C, and C–H, respectively. The oxygen peak
of the CNCs appears at 532.68 eV and corresponds to C–O–H. As
shown in Fig. S2(d) and (i),† the carbon peaks of the CNC/CTM
nanocomposite at 287.86 eV, 284.69 eV, 286.45 eV, and
285.03 eV arise from C]O, C–H, C–N, and C–O–H, respectively.
The oxygen peaks of CNC/CTM at 531.63 eV and 532.8 eV are
due to C]O and C–O–H, respectively. Both the C–N groups of
the CTM and the C–H groups of the CNCs exist in the CNC/CTM
nanocomposite.43 The results show that the CNCs and the CTM
are successfully combined. Fig. S2(e) and (j)† show that the
carbon peaks of the DUR-CNC/CTM system at 287.87 eV,
284.59 eV, 286.42 eV, and 285.17 eV correspond to C]O, C–H,
C–O–C, and C–O–H. The binding energy of C–O–C/C–O–H
increases slightly, which indicates that DUR is adsorbed by the
CNC/CTM nanocomposite, which is consistent with the FT-IR
characterization results.

The nitrogen (N2) adsorption/desorption isotherms of the
CTM, CNC, CNC/CTM, and DUR-CNC/CTM samples are dis-
played in Fig. 4. According to the IUPAC classication, the raw
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745 | 30737



Fig. 4 N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of the (a) CTM, (b) CNC, (c) CNC/CTM, and (d) DUR-CNC/CTM samples.
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materials and the composite samples present type IV
isotherms,44 and they also exhibit mesoporous characteristics.
This demonstrates that the mesoporous structures of the CTM
and CNCs are not damaged during the composite formation
process. In the P/P0 < 0.05 region, a single-molecule adsorption
layer is formed on the surface of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite.
In the 0.05 < P/P0 < 0.4 region, a multi-molecular adsorption
layer starts to form on the CNC/CTM surface. In the P/P0 > 0.4
region, capillary condensation occurs in all the pores. When P/
P0 approaches 1, the curve rises rapidly. During the desorption
process, the capillary condensation of the mesopores causes the
desorption rate of the sample to be higher than the adsorption
rate, forming an H3-type hysteresis loop, indicating that slit
hole accumulation occurs in the DUR-CNC/CTM sample. The
H3 hysteresis loop for the DUR-CNC/CTM sample is signi-
cantly smaller than that for the CNC/CTM nanocomposite,
which indicates that the CNC/CTM nanocomposite adsorbs
DUR which causes the slit pores to be lled with closely aligned
molecules, which is consistent with the SEM characterization
results.

As shown in Table S2,† the specic surface area and pore
structure parameters of the nanocomposite adsorption material
can be determined. The specic surface area of the CNC/CTM
nanocomposite was calculated by the Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) formula, yielding 39.5160 m2 g�1. The average pore
diameter was calculated by the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH)
method as 12.39093 nm, the pore volume was 0.122410 cm3 g�1,
and the pore width was 1.0305 nm. The specic surface area of
the DUR-CNC/CTM sample was 22.5311 m2 g�1, the average
pore diameter was 9.23431 nm, the pore volume was 0.052015
cm3 g�1, and the pore width was 1.3822 nm. The herbicide DUR
was present between the intercalations in the DUR-CNC/CTM
30738 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745
nanocomposite, resulting in a decrease in the specic surface
area and an increase in the pore width. The above results show
that the CNC/CTM nanocomposite can effectively adsorb DUR,
which is consistent with the FT-IR and SEM characterization
results.

Factors that affect adsorption of diuron by the adsorbent
(CNC/CTM)

Fig. 5a shows the effect of the initial pollutant concentration on
the CNC/CTM adsorption performance. The initial concentra-
tions of the DUR solutions were 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 mg L�1,
and the other experimental parameters were not changed
(adsorption time 630 min, pH 6.0, amount of adsorbent 0.05 g
L�1, and temperature 288 K). It can be seen from the gure that
aer a reaction time of 630 min, when the initial concentrations
of the pollutant are 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 mg L�1, the corre-
sponding removal rates are 76.64%, 70.59%, 69.06%, 65.93%,
and 63.25%. As the concentration increases from 5 mg L�1 to
40 mg L�1, the removal rate of DUR for the CNC/CTM nano-
composite decreases from 76.64% to 63.25%. The adsorption
performance indicates that the removal rate is dependent on
the initial DUR concentration. The initial concentration
supplies a driving force, which can overcome the mass transfer
resistance of the DUR molecule between the liquid and solid
phases.45 At low DUR concentrations, the ratio of CNC/CTM
surface active sites to DUR molecules in solution may be high
and hence all DURmolecules may be removed from the solution
because there are sufficient active sites on the CNC/CTM.46

Fig. 5b shows the effect of the adsorbent dosage on the
adsorption performance of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite. The
adsorbent dosages are 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1 g L�1, and the
other experimental parameters are kept unchanged (adsorption
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 The effect of various factors on the diuron adsorption performance of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite: (a) the DUR concentration, (b) the
CNC/CTM adsorbent dosage, (c) the temperature, (d) pH.
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time 630 min, pH 6.0, DUR concentration 5 mg L�1, and
temperature 288 K). It can be seen from the gure that with the
increase in dosage, the corresponding DUR removal rate
increases. At 630 min, the diuron removal rates are 56.94%,
77.49%, 84.65%, and 89.57%. Simultaneously, when the
dosages are 0.025 and 0.05 g L�1, the DUR concentration tends
to maintain a balance aer 110 min of reaction, and at the
dosages of 0.075 and 0.1 g L�1, the DUR concentration tends to
maintain a balance aer 50 min of reaction. This signies that
the larger the amount of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite, the
higher the DUR removal rate. When the dosage is increased
from 0.025 to 0.075 g L�1, the DUR removal rate signicantly
increases from 56.94% to 84.65%.When the dosage is increased
from 0.075 g L�1 to 0.1 g L�1, the removal rate of DUR insig-
nicantly increases from 84.65% to 89.57%; therefore, 0.075 g
L�1 is the optimal dosage. It can be seen that when the dosage
of the adsorbent is low, the dosage is themain factor that affects
the adsorption of DUR by the CNC/CTM nanocomposite. As the
dosage increases, this effect gradually decreases. The reason is
that as the dosage increases, the number of functional groups
increases, which in turn attracts more DUR molecules.47 The
DUR adsorption performance of CNC/CTM in the temperature
range of 288 K–308 K is shown in Fig. 5c. The diuron removal
rate of CNC/CTM decreased with increasing temperature and
was faster during the rst 150 minutes. As the temperature
increased from 288 K to 308 K, the diuron removal rate of CNC/
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
CTM decreased from 85.44% to 75.97%. The results show that
low temperature is conducive to the adsorption of diuron on
CNC/CTM. Fig. 5d displays the effect of pH on the adsorption
performance of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite. It can be seen
from the gure that the pH of the solution has no remarkable
effect on the adsorption of DUR by the CNC/CTM nano-
composite, which is because of the strong buffering capacity of
the CTM in the composite.48 At pH < 6, the removal rate of DUR
for the CNC/CTM nanocomposite increases with an increase in
the pH of the solution. Because DUR is positively charged under
acidic conditions, a decrease in pH increases H+ generation
which causes more intense competition for adsorption between
H+ and DUR, causing the DUR adsorption to decrease.49 At pH >
8, the removal rate of DUR for the CNC/CTM nanocomposite
tends to decrease as the pH of the solution increases, whichmay
be because DUR, which is adsorbed on the adsorbent under
alkaline conditions is re-dissolved. In summary, the pH of the
solution has a slight effect on the adsorption of DUR by the
CNC/CTM nanocomposite, and neutral solutions are benecial
for the adsorption process.
Design and analysis of response surface experiments

Based on the above-mentioned single-factor experiments, in
this study, the Box–Behnken design in the Design Expert 8.0.6
soware was used to design the experiment. The DUR removal
rate was the response variable, and the dosage of the CNC/CTM
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745 | 30739
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nanocomposite, the reaction time, and the concentration of the
pollutant were the factors, which are denoted by X1, X2, and X3,
respectively. A response surface experimental design with the
above three factors and three levels was performed. The
quadratic regression model equation for the encoding factor for
the DUR removal rate (Y, %) is expressed in eqn (3). The
experimental and predicted values of the combined design and
the response of the response surface are summarized in Table
S3.† The experimental and predicted values of the DUR removal
rate in Table S3† are used for tting curves, which are presented
in Fig. S3.†

The quadratic regression model is shown in eqn (3).

Y ¼ 68.23 � 4.77X1 + 14.42X2 + 1.48X3 + 0.99X1X2

� 0.22X1X3 � 0.048X2X3 + 0.73X1
2 � 6.42X2

2 + 0.33X3
2 (3)

Fig. S3† displays the tted curves for the experimental and
predicted diuron removal rates. As can be seen, the data for the
experimental and predicted values are relatively densely
distributed and exhibit a linear relationship. The tted corre-
lation coefficient R2 ¼ 0.976, which shows that only 2.4% of the
total change cannot be explained by the model. Regarding the
removal of DUR, the adjusted R2 is 0.974, which is also large,
indicating that the predicted values t the actual values well.
The model has a high accuracy, and there is good correlation
between the actual and predicted values, which also shows that
the RSM model and the experimental results are consistent.

In the model analysis in this study, an F-test for analysis of
variance was conducted and the F value for each model was
calculated. As the F value increases, the P value becomes
smaller. If the P value is less than 0.05, the model is signicant,
indicating that it is suitable. As summarized in Table S4,† the F
value of the experimental model is 31.18 and the P value is less
than 0.0001, indicating that the model is signicant.50 In
general, if the model is logical, the calculated F value should be
higher than the critical F value, as indicated in the table. In this
study, the critical F value was calculated based on the equation
F0.05, df, (n � df + 1). As can be seen from Table S4,† the rst
and second degrees of freedom of the critical F value are 9 and
7, respectively; therefore, this equation can be dened as F0.05,
9, 7, and the critical F value is 3.65, as observed from the table.
Because F0.05, 9, 7¼ 3.65 is lower than the calculated F value of
31.18, the model is signicant. According to Table S4,† the R2 of
the research model is 0.9757, between 0.90 and 1.00, indicating
that 97.57% of the experimental data can be explained by the
model. The Radj

2¼ 0.9444 is greater than 0.9, indicating that the
model is signicant.

Fig. 6a and b show the interaction between the dosage of
CNC/CTM and the DUR concentration for the same reaction
time. As shown in Fig. 6a and b, the diuron removal rate of
CNC/CTM increased from 43.51% to 82.26% on decreasing the
DUR concentration from 35 mg L�1 to 5 mg L�1 and increasing
the CNC/CTM dosage from 0.025 g to 0.075 g. When the DUR
concentration is low, the CNC/CTM nanocomposite is in
relative excess, and there are numerous reaction sites.
However, when the concentration of DUR is high, the number
of reaction sites is insufficient, and the removal of DUR is
30740 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745
incomplete.45,51 In this process, the optimal adsorption point
is observed when the removal rate of diuron is 77.04%. The
code combination that produced the optimal adsorption point
is (X1,X2,X3) ¼ (�1,1,0). Fig. 6c and d show the interaction
between time and the DUR concentration for the same CNC/
CTM dosage. It can be seen that a similar trend occurs to
that observed on increasing the DUR concentration. The
adsorption occurs mainly in the initial stage, because the
concentration of diuron is comparatively low at the beginning
of the reaction, and the removal rate of DUR for CNC/CTM is
relatively fast.52 The interaction between the dosage of CNC/
CTM and time is shown in Fig. 6e and f. With increasing
dosage of CNC/CTM and reaction time (with the other vari-
ables remaining unchanged), the DUR removal rate gradually
increases. This is because aer adding the CNC/CTM nano-
composite, DUR rapidly adsorbs on the surface of the material,
allowing the concentration of DUR near the surface of the
CNC/CTM nanocomposite to increase, subsequently causing
the removal of the former by the latter.53,54 The entire process
requires plenty of time, such that the longer the time, the
better the diuron removal effect. In addition, when the amount
of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite is increased, there are more
active sites, so that all the DURmolecules have the opportunity
to be adsorbed.

The removal rates of DUR in the 17 groups of experiments
were calculated. The following optimal adsorption conditions
were obtained using the Design Expert soware: amount of
adsorbent added (0.07 g) and initial concentration of the
pollutant (5.86 mg L�1). When the reaction time is 318.68 min,
the predicted removal rate of the optimized model is 82.32%.
The model is experimentally veried using the optimized
conditions. In three repeated experiments, the actual removal
rate is 82.26% on average. The model was highly accurate and
reliable for optimizing the conditions for the removal of DUR by
CNC/CTM and the prediction of the removal rate. A reasonable
combination of optimized conditions could result in the
removal of high concentrations of diuron, thus saving time and
experimental materials.
Adsorption isotherms

To further explore the effect of the initial concentration on the
adsorption of DUR by the CNC/CTM nanocomposite and to
determine the adsorption capacity and the mechanism of
adsorption, adsorption isotherms were utilized in this study.
The Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption isotherms, as two-
parameter adsorption isotherms, are extensively used to
describe the adsorption equilibria between liquid and solid
phases. The Sips isotherm is a three-parameter isothermmodel,
which provides more information about an adsorption process
than a two-parameter isotherm model. These isotherms are
expressed in eqn (4)–(6), respectively.55

qe ¼ qmaxbCe

1þ bCe

(4)

qe ¼ KFCe
1/n (5)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 Comparison of the 3D surface and contour plots of the diuron removal rate: (a and b) CNC/CTM dosage and the initial DUR concen-
tration; (c and d) reaction time and the initial DUR concentration; (e and f) reaction time and the CNC/CTM dosage.
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qe ¼ QSKSCe
1=nS

1þ KSCe
1=nS

(6)

where qe (mg g�1) and Ce (mg L�1) are the equilibrium
concentrations when the adsorbate is adsorbed on the adsor-
bent, b (L mg�1) is the Langmuir constant, KF (mg g�1) and 1/n
are the Freundlich constants, QS (mg g�1) is the maximum Sips
adsorption capacity, KS (L mg�1) is the Sips equilibrium
constant, and 1/nS is the Sips model index.

Fig. S4† presents the Langmuir, Freundlich, and Sips
adsorption isothermal models. The former two are the most
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
commonly used adsorption isotherm models for DUR adsorp-
tion in aqueous solutions. Langmuir isotherms correspond to
monolayer chemisorption.56 The Sips isotherm model is
a combination of the Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption
isotherm models. These three isotherms are concave, which
demonstrates that the CNC/CTM nanocomposite adsorbent is
benecial for DUR removal.57 The isotherm curvature signies
that as the solute concentration increases, the active sites of the
adsorbent are gradually lled with solute molecules, and it is
difficult for the solute to nd an effective adsorption site on the
adsorbent. In the DUR adsorption isotherm, there is no
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745 | 30741



Table 2 Comparison of the diuron adsorption performances of
different adsorbents

Adsorbent Qmax (mg g�1) Reference

Commercial
organoclay

47.149 58

Activated carbon 29.464 12
Biomass y ashes 0.213 62
MWCNT 39.59 63
Magadiite 9.95 27
CNC/CTM 64.04 This work

RSC Advances Paper
complete plateau, i.e., there are still adsorption sites that are
not lled with solute molecules during the adsorption process,
which is consistent with the results reported in the literature.58

Non-linear curve regression analysis was conducted to
calculate the isotherm constants. The results are summarized in
Table 1. The R2 values indicate that within the concentration
range studied, the adsorption of DUR by the CNC/CTM nano-
composite most suits the Sips isothermal model. The Sips
isothermal model is a combination of the Langmuir and
Freundlich adsorption isotherm models and has wider
temperature and pressure ranges than them. Comparing the
Langmuir, Freundlich, and Sips isotherm model ts to the
adsorption of DUR by the CNC/CTM nanocomposite at different
temperatures shows that the Qmax value of the Sips model is
slightly higher than that of the Langmuir model. This is because
at high concentrations, the Sips model exhibits the character-
istics of a Langmuir isotherm with a saturated adsorption
capacity. At low concentrations, it presents the characteristics of
the Freundlich isotherm.59 The Sips isothermal adsorption
model showed that the maximum adsorption capacity of diuron
was 69.04 mg g�1. The R2 values of the three isotherm models
are greater than 0.90, which indicates that they are applicable
for explaining the adsorption mechanism.6 The results show
that the b values were signicantly below 1.0 at all three
temperatures, which was conducive to DUR adsorption.60

Furthermore, all the 1/n values approached 0.7 L�1, which
indicated a chemical process for DUR adsorption. This is in line
with the above result. When 1/n ¼ 1, the adsorption process
corresponds to linear adsorption, for values <1, it corresponds
to chemical adsorption, and values >1 correspond to physical
adsorption.61 These data demonstrate the strong interaction
between CNC/CTM and DUR, which shows the potential of
CNC/CTM as an effective adsorbent for DUR removal.
Table 1 Langmuir, Freundlich, and Sips adsorption isotherm
parameters

Isotherm model

Temperature

288 K 298 K 308 K

Langmuir
qmax (mg g�1) 53.78 48.94 47.35
b (L mg�1) 0.071 0.077 0.079
R2 0.997 0.996 0.994
X2 0.13 0.14 0.19

Freundlich
KF (mg g�1) 4.058 4.04 3.99
1/n 0.757 0.742 0.739
R2 0.995 0.994 0.992
X2 0.18 0.20 0.28

Sips
QS (mg g�1) 69.04 62.44 53.26
KS (L mg�1) 0.057 0.063 0.072
1/nS 0.930 0.926 0.959
R2 0.997 0.997 0.995
X2 0.15 0.16 0.23

30742 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745
Table 2 compares the CNC/CTM nanocomposite with other
adsorbents reported in the literature. It can be seen that the
maximum adsorption capacity of the material used in this study
is higher than that of the other adsorbents. Therefore, the CNC/
CTM nanocomposite is a promising water treatment material.
Adsorption kinetics

As the initial concentration of DUR was varied from 5 to
40 mg L�1, the effect of the contact time of the CNC/CTM
nanocomposite and DUR on the adsorption was studied. The
experimental results are presented in Fig. 7. The kinetic data
were analyzed using pseudo-rst-order and second-order
equations. These equations are as follows (eqn (7) and (8)).9

qt ¼ qe(1 � e�k1t) (7)

qt ¼ k2qe
2t

1þ k2qet
(8)

where qe (mg g�1) and qt (mg g�1) are the amount of solute per
unit mass of the adsorbent at equilibrium and at time t (min),
respectively; k1 (min�1) is the pseudo-rst-order rate constant;
and k2 (g mg�1 min�1) is the pseudo-second-order rate constant.

The adsorption of organic pollutants from a liquid phase to
a solid phase is a reversible process and, eventually, equilibrium
is established between the two phases. In this study, an
adsorption kinetic model was used to describe the adsorption
rate of the herbicide, DUR, for the CNC/CTM nanocomposite,
and pseudo-rst-order and second-order kinetic equations were
used to t the experimental data. These two models are classic
models for studying adsorption kinetics and have also been
applied to numerous adsorption processes.64 The pseudo-rst-
order and pseudo-second-order kinetic models for DUR adsor-
bed on CNC/CTM are pictured in Fig. 7, and the related
parameters are summarized in Table S5.† For each experimental
concentration, the adsorption process was nearly completed
during the rst 110 minutes and remained comparatively steady
aer 250 minutes, which indicates that adsorption equilibrium
was reached aer about 250minutes (Fig. 7b). In order to ensure
the reaction was absolutely completed, 630minutes was taken as
the nal sampling time in this experiment. The constant k for
the adsorption kinetics can be used to determine the adsorption
rate.65 As shown in Table S5,† the adsorption rate parameters
were k1 and k2, which were inversely proportional to the initial
concentration of DUR, indicating that the adsorption mainly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 7 Adsorption kinetics of diuron for the CNC/CTM nanocomposite at different concentrations: (a) pseudo-second-order kinetics linear
fitting; (b) pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic models.
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occurred in the initial stage. This is because there were
numerous adsorption sites when the concentration of DUR was
low. The R2 value of the pseudo-second-order model (R2 ¼ 0.997)
was higher than that of the pseudo-rst-order model (R2 ¼
0.961). Furthermore, the qe of the pseudo-second-order model
was close to qe(exp), which was in line with previous studies.66,67

Above all, this illustrates that the pseudo-second-ordermodel for
the adsorption of DUR by CNC/CTM is more suitable than the
pseudo-rst-order model. The pseudo-second-order model
describes chemical adsorption, which leads to electron separa-
tion or covalent interaction between the adsorbent and the
adsorbate.68 Hence, the rate limiting step of diuron adsorption
may be chemical adsorption through electron sharing or
exchange between CNC and DUR.69

A schematic diagram of the preparation of the CNC/CTM
nanocomposite and its interactions with DUR during
Fig. 8 Schematic illustration of the preparation of the CNC/CTM nano
CNC/CTM.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
adsorption is shown in Fig. 8. CTAB modication of NM
resulted in alkyl chains being present in CTM, which was
combined with CNC to obtain the CNC/CTM nanocomposite.
This preparation process increased the surface area and
porosity of CNC/CTM and introduced some functional groups
that enhanced adsorption. The characterization, adsorption
isotherms and adsorption kinetics demonstrated chemisorp-
tion of DUR on CNC/CTM, through hydrogen bonding, hydro-
phobic interactions and electron sharing or exchange, which
shows that CNC/CTM has denite prospects as an effective
adsorbent for removing DUR.
Regeneration of CNC/CTM

The practical application of adsorbents depends to a large
extent on whether they can be reused aer simple treatment.70
composite and possible interactions during the adsorption of DUR by

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 30734–30745 | 30743



Fig. 9 Regeneration of CNC/CTM for the adsorption of DUR.

RSC Advances Paper
In this study, anhydrous ethanol is used as a desorption agent,
and an experiment involving desorption and regeneration of
CNC/CTM is carried out. As shown in Fig. 9, CNC/CTM can be
recycled by simple anhydrous ethanol washing at least ve
times, with only a negligible decrease in removal rate, which
demonstrates that it can be reused.

Conclusion

In summary, the CNC/CTM nanocomposite has high potential
for adsorbing DUR. Characterization of CNC/CTM by SEM, EDS,
XPS, FT-IR, BET isotherms, and contact angle measurements
conrmed that hydroxyl and alkyl groups were introduced
successfully in CNC/CTM. Based on the single-factor experi-
ments, through investigation of the RSM design optimization,
the optimal conditions for adsorption were a CNC/CTM dosage
of 0.07 g L�1, a DUR concentration of 5.86mg L�1 and a reaction
time of 318.68 min. The experimental data was best described
by the Sips isotherm model and a pseudo-second-order kinetic
model. The results suggested that the adsorption of DUR by
CNC/CTM was mainly chemisorption, resulting in electron
sharing or exchange, and the maximum adsorption capacity
was 69.04mg g�1. It can be concluded thatmultiple interactions
were involved in the DUR adsorption process including
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, electron sharing
or exchange, etc. This investigation demonstrated that CNC/
CTM could be applied in the removal of DUR from aqueous
solutions as a new type of highly efficient adsorbent. The
adsorbent could be regenerated via simple solvent washing and
reused at least ve times. In future investigations, we will
further take into consideration the impact of salts/organic
solvents on the efficiency of the CNC/CTM nanocomposite in
the removal of diuron.
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